With several discussions and information bits on swine flu prevention, we wonder whether the average Mumbaikar feels informed or worried. The Friday Team asked residents of Mumbai how the swine flu panic directly affected them and whether they still live in fear.

Earlier, I was worried because it was spreading fast but after taking the precautions I found one can fight against this disease.

Pooja Oak, 22

Life goes on, unnecessary panic is being created. I am not worried.

Kapil Shah, 25

I am not scared of swine flu as I don’t think it will affect me because I don’t go to public places or travel by train or bus.

Apinita Hazarika, 25

People are very scared because of swine flu and the related deaths. However, recent media reports say it is not difficult to prevent it. This makes me feel better.

Amey Tilak, 22

Earlier, I was worried because it was spreading fast but after taking the precautions I found one can fight against this disease.

Pooja Oak, 22

I am scared of catching the swine flu and I worry when I see people reusing the mask despite expert advice that the mask is useless if it is used for over 4 hours.

Anir Thakker, 33

My parents forced me to wear the mask and even grounded me for a few days.

Sonam Gupta, 22